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-The Tortoise TrackerThe Tortoise Tracker
http://andy.dorkfort.com/science/ttrack/
Documentation/Theory
http://tortoisetracker.blogspot.com/

Description:
The Tortoise Tracker is a personal mapping project where I try to harness
a variety of digital media tools to better understand my pet. Unlike a pet
dog, the tortoise’s modes of inter-species communication are extremely
limited.You can’t call her name, because her ears do not seem to respond
to a human voice; her hard shell and expressionless face prevent any sort
of body language; she makes no sounds; and her only real response to
touch is to recoil into her shell. In fact, the only clue to her inner workings
comes from observing her travels around our apartment.
To solve a humble, household task of human-pet interaction, I combined
skills learned from my other ﬁelds of academic research (computer vision, ﬁlm making, interactive design). I performed a series of experiments
analyzing tortoise behavior at multiple scales, and in response to several
stimuli such as heat, sound, and electro-magnetic ﬂux. I mapped and published the results as an interactive Flash site for my own perusal and to
enlist the aid of others in determining what compels this odd creature.
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-Storytelling StudioMain Website
http://www.storytellingstudio.org/
Documentary Video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6wsY5_fzLo
Storytelling Studio Videos (US)
http://www.youtube.com/user/StoryTellingStudio#p/u/17/CtFrBsEHUm8
Rincon Del Relato Videos (Ecuador)
http://www.youtube.com/user/RinconDelRelato
Donghua Dalian Videos (China)
http://www.youtube.com/user/StoryTellingStudio#p/u/2/isv-WRyE7Xg
Description:
Beginning in my media work with UIUC’s Family Resiliency Center five
years ago, I founded a series of children’s workshops. These focused on
film, animation, and programming to promote media literacy and participatory learning. Students ages ranged from 5-17, and often we would
involve the entire family. My program taught the basics of text to animation remediation, and I created specialized paper templates to harness
the students’ already developed skills in writing and drawing with crayons
and markers. These templates then guided the students through the production process as they learned to use Adobe After Effects, Photoshop,
Premiere, and Scratch.
I also produced versions in Ecuador and China that helped fight against
child labor and developed English skills in novel ways.
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-emBodied Digital Creativity-

Project Site
http://synlab.gatech.edu/project.php?id=61
Demonstration Video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GsIfxTkJYng
Fun and Games Paper
http://synlab.gatech.edu/data/papers/mazalek_fng2010_recognizing-selfin-puppet-controlled-virtual-avatars.pdf
TEI Paper
(not yet permitted to share)

Description:
Helped create a wireless, tangible puppet interface with Arduino, Processing, and Machinima tools. Designed and carried out cognitive and neuroscience experiments dealing with embodied interfaces and the “common
coding” theory.
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-DocumaticProject Proposal
http://dwig.lcc.gatech.edu/projects/Quitmeyer/site/Quitmeyer_Andrew__Thesis_Proposal_Draft_6.pdf
Project Website
http://dwig.lcc.gatech.edu/projects/Quitmeyer/site/about.html

Description:
My Master’s thesis project. I am creating a Android App that will allow a
team of documentarians to shoot, annotate, and structure their film simultaneously. Then, a rough-cut version of their project will be automatically
generated in the form of both Final Cut Pro and Premiere Pro projects.
The program will be in development until my defense in May 2011, but the
initial proposal is available for perusal.
Thesis:
While digital filmmaking has broadened the accessibility of documentary
film creation, legacy production practices persist of first gathering information (shooting) and later structuring the audio-video narrative (editing).
Documatic aims to combine shooting and editing processes via synchronized smartphone camera/annotation-systems that automatically generate video “rough-cuts” for Adobe Premiere and Final Cut Pro.
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-Showtime VendingDocumentation Video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M58wk-3j1RQ
Project Studio Website
http://dwig.lcc.gatech.edu/

Description:
This is a proof-of-concept prototype for an Augmented Vending machine
from Georgia Tech’s Digital World and Image Group.
This project seeks to convert the region around a vending machine into
a performance area for local and internet audiences. At the local level, a
person is able to approach and use the vending machine in the normal
manner: They insert money and choose the desired item.
In our system, however, the user will also be faced with an additional
option. By selecting the “Try for a Free One!” option, the person freely
enters into a fun audition with the chance of earning a free item.

:
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-Visage: a Face-U-Mentary-
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Visage: A Face-U-Mentary
andy.dorkfort.com/documentary/face/visage.html

Description:
Visage seeks to harness the procedural affordances of digital ﬁlm making
by constructing a “sandbox”-style game environment. Its goal is to provide
a truly digital documentary that uses real video and meaningful interaction
to address topics of identity, structural stigma, and remediation.
The discretization of faces into sorts of eigen-parts, permits the interactor to construct a human likeness and question how our outward appearances affect the presentation of our inner stories (in a format that
deliciously straddles the uncanny valley).
Note:
This project attaches to a large database of video, and because it pushes
the limits of Flash’s abilities, it should be used with a decent internet connection and relatively speedy computer. In case of a weak connection,
here is a zip ﬁle containing a full version of the product that can be played
with locally on a machine:
http://andy.dorkfort.com/documentary/face/visage_quitmeyer.zip
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-Show Me a StoryNews Article
http://www.news-gazette.com/news/education/2007-07-26/new-takestory-time.html
The Short Film, “How Stories Came to Be”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jaqTibYhxAU

Description:
I was employed by PBS WILL Urbana and the Don Moyer Girls’ and Boys’
Club to create and direct a summer long television and animation production camp for underprivileged children.
Throughout the process, the children had hands-on training in transforming a story into audio-visual storyboards, acting, painting, watercolor, stage
and costume design. They also got to learn how video editing, animation,
and green-screen techniques work. The girl’s and boys used their knowledge to provide all the audio and visual elements in their finished product,
“How Stories Came to Be.” The children were treated to a “red-carpet”
gala ceremony for the premiere on PBS.
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-BiotrackingThe Multi-Agent Robotics and Systems Laboratory
http://www.kinetrack.org/recent-results.html
The Accessible Aquarium Project
http://sonify.psych.gatech.edu/research/aquarium/

Description:
I am currently a Computer Vision researcher and design documentarian
for Georgia Tech’s (newly renamed) MARS lab. I am tasked with creating
high-end tools for tracking, capturing, and understanding the behavior of
ants, bees, fish, and (soon) primates.
The scopes of these projects are extremely cross-disciplinary as we must
collaborate with biologists, engineers, psychologists, artists, and musicians
to fullfill their various needs in research or installation pieces.
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-Growbots DocumentarianProject Site
http://www.growbotgarden.com/
Example Design Documentary
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_SF4_0uVayU&hd=1

Description:
Joined Georgia Tech’s Public Design Workshop and was charged with the
task of creating “design documentaries” from the droves of low-res footage accumulated during the team’s “Growbots” events.
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-Ducks Feed People-

Digital Space Subversion Studio
http://dwig.lcc.gatech.edu/studio/

Description:
My project became the target for a current class in digital space subversion. The goal is to flip existing power structures and reveal new affordances of public spaces by tapping into “digital layers” being constructed
in our environment.
“Ducks Feed People” uses a duck detecting computer vision program
written in Processing to activate an Arduino controlled candy launcher.
In this way, the ducks are able to control the feeding of the humans. Of
course, the presence of humans above tends to draw more ducks to the
target zone which, in turn, releases more candy and brings more humans
nearby thus creating an interesting loop.
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-ShutterBugsInteractive Design Presentation
http://andy.dorkfort.com/art/shutterbugs/shutterbugs.html
Download the Processing Code
http://andy.dorkfort.com/art/shutterbugs/Shutterbugs.zip
(*Note: OpenCV 1.0 and OpenCV libs for Processing, included in the
zip, are required to be installed)

Description:
ShutterBugs is a Processing-created, microworld of bugs, fed by live photos
that encourages tandem explorations of digital and physical environments.
The basic resource of the world comes from pictures you take which bugs
eat. This follows a metaphor of bugs living on leaves and eating their own
landscape. Three basic types of bugs are able to consume pixels of their
own color, fight amoungst each other, and mate. Hybrid offspring are able
to consume two types of pixels, but with decreased efficiency.
When faces are detected, a ring of white pixels are placed on the ground
for all the bugs to consume. Since all bugs can eat white pixels, this feature
attempts to establish humans as “benevolent” gods.
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-Honey Bee Documentary-

Watch the Film
(Available soon at)
http://andy.dorkfort.com/documentary/bees/transfer.php

Description:
As the MARS lab prepares to focus efforts on automatic, computer vision
decoding of honey bee movement, it was decided to first create a “design
documentary” (a la Raijmakers, B. (2006). “Design Documentaries: Inspiring Design Research Through Documentary Film”).
Creating this documentary allowed me to explore the current knowledge
base of honey bee communication, perform experiments, and share this
information with others.
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-CV ConsultingDesign Presentation (.ppt with videos)
http://andy.dorkfort.com/science/datalabel/Final_Pres.zip
Design Presentation (.pdf no videos)
http://andy.dorkfort.com/science/datalabel/2008-Spring-Final%20Presentation.pdf
Download the Processing Code
http://andy.dorkfort.com/science/datalabel/2008-Spring-Final%20Report.
pdf

Description:
I served as the lead programmer and video specialist of a consulting project to design and implement a machine vision error detection system at
Continental Datalabel. I investigated all factors of the implmentation: from
lens and programming specifics, to economic analyses, to user experience
design for the printing press operator.
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-Metamorphoses Backdrop-

Gallery
http://picasaweb.google.com/Andrew.Quitmeyer/Metamorphoses

Description:
Designed and ran live, interactive, narrative and ambient backdrops for a
theatrical performance of Mary Zimmerman’s “Metamorphoses.”
The ultra-wide, high resolution images were created in After Effects from
a mix of film, animations, and historical artifacts. It features diegetic and
non-diegetic elements triggered by events in the play. The backdrop was
created with three linked back-lit projectors displayed on a screen that
went all the way down to the level of the water.
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-Gorey EmulationDownload PDF
http://andy.dorkfort.com/art/gorey/The_Treacherous_Insectoid__Quitmeyer.pdf
Online Bookstore Preview
http://www.lulu.com/product/file-download/the-treacherous-insectoid/593395

Description:
This is a hard-cover book I published as a cute, sneaky marraige proposal
to my wife. As a librarian she adores books, and her favorite author is
the late Edward Gorey. For the proposal, I crafted an “new” Edward
Gorey book that featured secret references to our relationship and contained a built-in ring hiding spot that would be opened in the culmination
of the book’s narrative. Then, I sneaked it into a bookstore for her to notice by “chance,” and purchase. The emulation worked so well, that after
a quick look in the store, she told me she wasn’t going to buy it because
she “already owns that one.” She begrudgingly purchased the book, and
afterwards everything went terrifically.

